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In Other Words, 3
rd

 Edition – By Mona Baker 

End of Chapter Exercises – Chapter 8 

1. Drawing on Flood (1993), O‘Sullivan (2013) explains that the choice of font in sixteenth-

century Germany, during the Reformation period, evoked important ideological distinctions. The 

roman typeface carried negative connotations while the gothic typeface carried positive 

connotations. ‗The system‘, Flood (1993:133) suggests, ‗was that words importing ―anger‖, 

―threat‖ and ―blame‖ were printed in roman, whereas those connoting ―mercy‖ and 

―consolation‖ were given a gothic initial‘. 

 

Consider whether similar elements of typography or layout – including the use of BLOCK 

CAPITALS and italics – might have specific connotations today, either globally, in your own 

culture, or in specific genres such as comics, advertisements (perhaps italics for femininity in 

advertisements for perfumes and cosmetics?), scholarly articles, etc.  

 اإلجبثخ  -1

Capitalization is not present in the typography of Arabic, while italic form is rarely used in 

Arabic. It can be seen in few literary instances to signify a hidden meaning or an insinuation in 

fiction or poetry. However, Boldface and underlining are the most salient printing modes used to 

intensify the meaning of a lexical item(s), or to give some specific connotation to it, as shown in 

the table below:   

Example Translation 

اٌّزذففي وبفخ أسجبء  ممنوع منؼا باتااٌزذخيٓ   Smoking is strictly forbidden in the 

museum 

 Ticket price is EGP5 سؼش اٌززوشح 5 جٕيٙبد

ة ... الطزف األولثّٛجت ٘زٖ االرفبليخ يٍزضَ   As per this agreement, the first party 

shall… 

  

 

The true connotative value unique to Arabic is represented in Arabic Calligraphy- a long 

standing art of its own. Arabic Calligraphy, literally: decorative handwriting, has an established 

tradition of significance, which allows for unlimited visual effects, due to the fact that letters in a 

word are interconnected in a string, not separate. Numerous enchanting formulations are 

showcased in art galleries all over the world and cherished by those who are well aware of the 

value inherent in the Arabic letter, and who are passionate with the fabulous designs created by 

its mere presence. It‘s even been recently the ornamental unit, giving a touch of charm to 

scarves, pieces of attire and expensive drapes. 

The function of Arabic fonts in various episodes of history is very significant. During the 

Ottoman Period (1299-1923), Ad-Diwaaniyy font, also known as As-Sultaaniyy (after the 

Sultan), has been devised. It is characterized by curves and intertwined forms, which evokes 

grandeur, pride and honour. It has become a trend in the Arabic culture to draft certificates, and 
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honourary decrees and decorations in the Ad-Diwaaniyy font to attach a glimpse of the past glory 

to the document. 

Please place image I here 

The Al-Kuufiyy, named after the Al-Kuufah city in Iraq, is a significant font devised as early as 

the 4
th

 Century before Hijra. It is correlated with Islamic texts. It is used in the manuscripts of the 

Holy Qur‘an, as well as important early Islamic writings. Walls and domes of great mosques all 

over the world are ornamented by verses of the Holy Qur‘an written in Al-Kuufiyy, due to its 

visual beauty signaled by the floral endings of the letters. This font carries positive connotation 

to Arab readers, as it imports a sense of mercy and tranquility. 

Please place image II here 

More recent Arabic fonts are used in children‘s books. These are mostly simple, unsophisticated 

fonts that would reply to the readers‘ innocence and spontaneity.  

2. In many, but not all cultures, pink signifies femininity, and babies are often dressed in pink if 

they are female and in blue if they are male. What colours carry these connotations in your own 

culture? How would you interpret the visual message expressed in Sherry Simon‘s well-known 

book Translation and Gender (Figure 20)? How do the visual elements (the two main colours 

and the amount of space occupied by each) complement the verbal content of the title? Would 

you advise a publisher of a translation of this book into your own language to retain or amend the 

cover design, and why? 

<INSERT FIGURE 20> 

 

Figure 20:  Cover of Gender in Translation (left hand panel is blue, right hand panel is pink) 

 

 اإلجبثخ -2

Throughout her book, Gender in Translation: Cultural Identity and the Politics of 

Transmission, Sherry Simon (2005) holds an analogy between translation and women, in as far 

as both are associated with secondary positions, or ―secondariness.‖ Women in different societies 

and across various cultures have always been regarded as inferior to men, playing a secondary 

role in a society dominated by males. Translation, likewise, Simon proceeds, is conventionally 

supposed to involve an active original and a passive reproduction followed by a passive 

transmission. The author, an extreme feminist, calls for regarding translation as a productive 

work, as creative as writing itself. 

      But what if writing and translation are understood as interdependent, each  

      bound to the other in the recognition that representation is always an active 

      process, that the original is also at a distance from its originating intention,   

      that there is never a total presence of the speaking subject in discourse?(p.10)  
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To Simon, the crisis in marriage is almost the same as the crisis in translation and both start at 

the point of contracting. The long-standing unresolved dichotomy of beauty and faithfulness 

applies to translation and women alike; ―like women, translations must always be beautiful or 

faithful‖. Others may deem translations to be ―les belles infidèls‖, the same term used to describe 

women. Influenced by major feminist French writers as Hélène Cixous, France Théoret and 

Louky Bersianik, and driven by a high sense of societal oppression against women, and counting 

on the fact that language is a strong semiotic resource of thought and culture, Simon calls for 

challenging grammatical gender which foregrounds the predominance of the masculine over the 

feminine. She keeps providing pieces of evidence that French and English, alike, institute and 

maintain social inequalities, and act as ―a legitimating tool of patriarchal authority‖. Like 

Bersianik (1976), she calls to ― undo a linguistic system and a western philosophical tradition in 

which women have been continually subdued and silenced by patriarchal law and by a male-

oriented grammar and lexicon that have alienated them from their own history, from meaningful 

patterns of self-expression, and, ultimately, from one another.(p.16 ) 

 

Simon declares a blatant war against a world dominated by men, a chaste view of men and males 

opposite to unchastity ever attributed to women and females, an illegitimate , parasite, worthless 

quality of translation against the legitimate, admirable, and all worthy status associated to the 

Original work. She attacks a language gender system that is arbitrarily biased to male dominance 

and semiotic regimes of personal authority (husbands, fathers, etc.), and impersonal authority 

(society, cultural views, social tradition, norms of judging translation as a history and a 

profession).  

 

Colors are well known to be a strong semiotic resource used for communicative purposes. It is 

quite common in the Arab Culture that pink signifies femininity and blue signifies masculinity. 

Babies are dressed in pink or blue according to their sex; boys as of the age of 6 ultimately reject 

the stigma of the feminine color pink in all their belongings: t-shirts, schoolbags, pencil cases, 

etc. The choice of colors on Simon‘s book cover precisely signifies the message she wishes to 

convey as elaborated above. The space dedicated to the color blue on the cover is double that 

allowed to pink; thus an over-dominance of the male world is well signified. Further, in view of 

the left-to right direction of English and French writing, the book cover starts with blue and ends 

with pink, which accentuates the inferior position always attributed to females – itself a strong 

sign of the over-importance lent to males. What is said of women or females applies in Simon‘s 

view to translation. Thus, the visual interacts with the verbal or the title to communicate an 

intended disclosure of the male-biased world. Were the book to be published in Arabic, the 

publisher would be strongly urged to keep the same spaces allowed to the color panels, but 

would REVERSE the image to place the blue space to the right followed by the pink to the left. 

This is to keep the right-to-left direction of Arabic writing. Semiotic connotations will be kept 

intact. 

3. Consider the use of italics in the following extract from Gore Vidal‘s The City and the Pillar 

(1948/65:120), which features an exchange between two homosexual men who are very different 

in character. Jim is ‗an ordinary American male who can, and often does, pass as heterosexual‘ 

(Harvey 1998:307). Rolly is a minor character in the novel who uses the kind of camp language 

and mannerisms often associated with openly gay men. Rolly and Jim meet at a party (1998:307-

308): 
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– ‗You know, I loathe these screaming pansies,‘ said Rolly, twisting an emerald and ruby 

ring. ‗I have a perfect weakness for men who are butch. I mean, after all, why be a queen 

if you like other queens, if you follow me? Luckily, nowadays everybody‘s gay, if you 

know what I mean ... literally everybody! So different when I was a girl. Why, just a few 

days ago a friend of mine ... well, I wouldn‘t go so far as to say a friend, actually I think 

he‘s rather sinister, but anyway this acquaintance was actually keeping Will Jepson, the 

boxer! Now, I mean, really, when things get that far, things have really gone far!‘ 

Jim agreed that things had indeed gone far. Rolly rather revolted him but he 

recognized that he meant to be kind and that was a good deal. 

–  ‗My, isn‘t it crowded in here? I love for people to enjoy themselves! I mean the right 

kind of people who appreciate this sort of thing. You see, I‘ve become a Catholic.‘ (Vidal 

1948/65:120) 

Five words are italicized in the above dialogue: gay, literally, friend, sinister and boxer. Harvey 

argues that the French translation by Philippe Mikriammos (Un Garçon Près De La Rivière, 

1981) diminishes the gay character of the exchange, in part by failing to reproduce the italics. 

This typographical feature is ‗typical of representations of verbal camp in English‘; it 

‗exaggerates (and thereby renders susceptible to irony) the speaker‘s own investment in the 

propositional content of his speech, and helps to take the addressee – willingly or not – into his 

confidence‘ (1998:309). The problem for the French translator is that French is a syllable-timed 

language, which means that its stress patterns ‗do not allow this prosodic feature (and its written 

encoding) to the same degree‘ as English (1998:309). Mikriammos makes no attempt to 

compensate for this typographical feature. 

 

Imagine that you have been commissioned to translate Gore Vidal‘s novel into your target 

language. Does the prosodic patterning of your language allow for the use of italics to signal 

similar meanings? Italics also poses a technical problem for Arabic and many Asian languages 

such as Chinese and Japanese, and hence its use is very uncommon and, more importantly, it 

does not have the same meaning potential as in English. Can you technically use italics at all in 

the writing system of your language? How would you reproduce or compensate for the effect of 

this typographical feature, in this context? 

 

4.  Consider the scene from the cult film Pulp Fiction discussed earlier (under 8.3.3), reproduced 

here for convenience: 

 

Vincent: Come on, Mia. Let‘s go get a steak. 

Mia:  You can get a steak here, daddy-o. Don‘t be a ...  

[Mia draws a square with her hands] 
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Note that the word square is not actually uttered in this scene. What options are available to you 

as subtitler to communicate a similar meaning to viewers in your target language? 

 

اإلجبثخ -4  

Arabic translation Back Translation 

 .Vincent: Mia, let‘s go get dinner ِيب، دػيٕب ٔز٘ت ٌٍؼشبء.  فيٕسٕذ:

 …ال رىٓ  يّىٕه رٕبٚي اٌؼشبء ٕ٘ب.  : ِيب

 

Mia: You can get dinner here. Don‘t be … 

 

 

غ رشسُ ِيب ِشثًؼب في اٌٙٛاء ثيذيٙب ٚثيّٕب رظٙش أظالع اٌّشث[

  ]داخً اٌّشثغ“ ًِّ”رظٙش أيًعب دشٚف وٍّخ 

 

[Mia draws a square and dotted lines forming 

the square start appearing while the word 

―Boring‖ is gradually spelled out at the 

square's center] 

 

 

Parked outside the restaurant, Vincent, clearly not eager to enter the place, tries to talk Mia into 

leaving. Mia is about to scold Vincent for not appreciating her taste, but—in a moment that both 

amused and confused viewers and critics alike watching Pulp Fiction (1994)—Mia opts out of 

using her words to continue the sentence and uses her hands instead to trace the shape of a 

graphic square which is gradually superimposed on screen. Her turn in the conversation reads: 

―Don‘t be a [square]‖, an expression not commonly used enough to be lexicalized in dictionaries 

of English, but one whose meaning can still be easily inferred based on the social semiotic 

significance of the ‗square‘ as a semiotic resource.  

 

Geometrically, square shapes are characterized by their equal dimensions and lack of depth. One 

might venture to say that a square is too visually balanced for its own good. This explains why, 

in architectural semiotics, a square works as a possible design layout for enclosed spaces that 

favor discipline over freedom, such as classrooms, children‘s bedrooms, office cubicles and 

prison cells. Similarly, staying in your comfort zone and thinking inside the box are examples of 

verbal articulations evoking a mental image of potentially square shaped metaphorical spaces. 

Vincent is a ‗square‘ because, unlike Mia, he insists on standing on ceremony with her, his 

boss‘s wife, and refuses to perform anything unconventional in her presence.  

 

The hand-traced square is not purely an invention of the director, Tarantino. It is a gesture that 

made multiple past appearances in some popular pieces of classic media (as this video essay 

suggests). What Tarantino does is recycle past uses of this semiotic resource to critique the 

creative stagnation and generic rigidity of Hollywood‘s formulaic blockbuster film. 

 

The direction of semiotic transfer in subtitling is represented by the movement from speech to 

writing. This transfer is essentially one that is focused on verbal content and visual content that 

can be verbalized. Subtitling the exchange between Vincent and Mia in Spanish, for instance, 

can benefit from an expression such as mente cuadriculada which, although verbally articulated, 

still accounts for the visual aspect of Mia‘s gesture (see Chapter 8.3.3). In Arabic, without access 

to the same social semiotic inventory of past uses of the square gesture, very little information 

about the square‘s social semiotic significance can be visually inferred. Subtitling ―Don‘t be a 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eKxEvN8LETA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eKxEvN8LETA
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[square]!‖ as ―!ال رىٓ ِّاًل‖ would therefore leave something to be desired, at least on the visual 

front.  

 

A look into youth and teenage language can give a good insight here. The varieties of this 

language continuously change and acquire new coinages peppered with new connotations. 

Youngsters are always keen to attain visibility as a blooming social group via their own lexical 

choices and signs (semiotic resources). It is a sociological trend they adopt to claim a character 

of their own. Lexicographers and sociolinguists confirm that slang and even taboo usages 

introduced by criminals, gangsters and gamblers infiltrate smoothly into the youth language 

varieties (S. Landau, 2001, p.237).  

 

In Cairo, with the turn of the new millennium, it has become so common to hear a young man 

opposing an old-fashioned trend or habit, saying in Cairene colloquial: /arba`eenaati awi/, i.e. 

dating back to the 1940s, back translation: ―this is very forties-like‖. A possible Arabic subtitle 

can be inspired here for Mia‘s drawing of the square in a silent cynical gesture. Both square in 

Arabic /murabba`/ and forties, i.e. the 1940s, /arba`eenaat/ are derived from the same original 

consonant root cluster /rabba`/ which means to shape something in four. In an attempt to 

maintain the visual-verbal pun as implied by Mia, this youth novelty of coining an ironical 

idiomatic usage can be resorted to in Modern standard Arabic, or, if the constraints of audience 

orientation allow, Cairene Colloquial: 

Source Arabic subtitle Back translation 

Mia: You can get a steak here, 

daddy-o. Don‘t be a ...  

[Mia draws a square with her 

hands] 

Modern Standard Arabic:  

ٌزأوً ٕ٘ب.. دػه ِٓ أِٛس األسثؼيٕبد 

 رٍه.

You can eat here..forget these 

forties-like acts. 

Cairene Colloquial: 

إيٗ يب ػُ..ِب ربوً ٕ٘ب .. ِبرجمبش 

 اسثؼيٕبري  وذٖ.

Daddy-o..you can eat here… 

don‘t be a forties-like man. 

 

Another alternative would be to compensate for the creative verbal-visual use of the gesture by 

manipulating a semiotic resource unique to subtitling. The spatial position of subtitles is a 

semiotic resource signifying the separation between the visual and verbal planes of the screen in 

the context of foreign film reception. The clipped verbal delivery of Mia‘s line can be maintained 

with an elliptic written subtitle, while the unspoken word ―ًِّ‖ (boring) can be relegated to the 

visual plane by spelling out the word into the square in time with Mia‘s hand tracing. Although 

―ًِّ‖ (boring) is verbally articulated in this instance, its placement in the visual plane mirrors the 

gesture of holding up a sign or a cue card, both of which are processed visually despite their 

verbal content. 

5. The National Geographic Magazine is published in numerous language editions, including 

Arabic, Bahasa Indonesia, Bulgarian, Chinese, Croatian, Czech, Danish, Dutch, French, Finnish, 

Georgian, German, Greek, Italian, Hebrew, Hungarian, Japanese, Korean, Latvian, Lithuanian, 

Mongolian, Norwegian, Polish, Portuguese, Romanian, Russian, Serbian, Slovenian, Spanish, 

Swedish, Thai and Turkish,
i
 with accompanying language-specific websites for most editions: 

see, for instance, http://nationalgeographic.com.cn/ for the Chinese edition and 

http://www.nationalgeographic.com.tr/ for the Turkish edition.  

http://nationalgeographic.com.cn/
http://www.nationalgeographic.com.tr/
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Imagine that you have been asked to translate the article in which Figure 15 (Chapter 6, p. xx) 

appeared, for a special collection of open access articles to be made available on your target 

language edition website. Figure 15 is reproduced below for convenience.  

 

[Insert Figure 15 here] 

[caption]Figure 15 ‗Not Beyond Compare‘, National Geographic Magazine, 1 March 2010, p. 

26 

 

Try to approach this task creatively, bearing in mind that a website offers considerably more 

flexibility and opportunities for establishing links between visual and verbal material than a 

printed page. When you have translated the image (complete with verbal content) and embedded 

it in a mockup of a web page, comment on the strategies you used to reproduce or adapt the 

patterns of verbal-visual cohesion, including shapes, colour, idioms, patterns of verbal repetition, 

links and, if necessary, new subsidiary pages linked to the image.  

:اإلجبثخ -5   

Idioms are evidence that the use of language, even when articulated exclusively through verbal 

resources, can be semiotically complex. The idiomatic meaning of ―apples and oranges‖ can be 

established in part when this string of words is conceptually extended to a wider, mostly visual, 

semiotic domain where apples and oranges cease to be only the denotative fruits and become 

instead a social semiotic resource for articulating the idea of dissimilarity through such modes as 

color, texture, aroma, taste, etc. Figure 15 externalises this conceptual process by coupling 

written text about the clichéd status of ―apples and oranges‖ with an interesting illustration, 

featuring halves of an apple and an orange floating above and below the script. The result is a 

strong sense of verbal-visual cohesion across the text.  

 

The visual combination of the apple and orange halves invites readers of the original NatGeo 

article to recall the classic expression before they even engage with the verbal input. The vibrant 

hues of red and orange contrasting both horizontally and vertically suggest a dissimilarity which 

quickly becomes associated with the idiomatic meaning of ―apples and oranges‖. This 

association is reinforced with the visual separation resulting from neutral black script spacing out 

the two fruit halves and the color coded columns. The verbal input, however, does not only 

explain the direct idiomatic meaning of the expression, but also questions the expression‘s 

premise of incompatibility between apples and oranges. This verbal riddle is articulated in a 

layout that both suggests and negates the possibility of comparison. While color contrast and 

typographic separation reinforce incomparability, the symmetrical placement of the fruit halves 

and the color-coded columns creates a sense of balance and uniformity, inviting the prospect of 

comparability.   

 

For readers of an Arabic translation of the same article, the initial association is hardly as 

immediate, and the deeper question is easily lost. The calqued translation of ―like apples and 
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oranges‖ as ―ِثً اٌزفبح ٚاٌجشرمبي‖, reluctantly adopted into Arabic and mostly used by academics 

and journalists, has not achieved nearly the same idiomatic status as the original in its verbal 

form, thus warranting little, if any, visual-verbal recognition. Apples found in most Arab 

countries are light green with an occasional touch of yellow and light red. Sweet, deep red 

apples, however, are known by their commercial name ―رفبح أِشيىبٔي‖ (American apples), a mark 

of their foreignness. Meanwhile, oranges, before ripe time, can be green or green with yellowish 

patches. An expression that uses ―apples and oranges‖ in Arab culture would signify 

comparability, going even beyond the original figure‘s argument.  

 

Replacing the original color scheme with the native colors of the two fruits in the Arab world 

would obviously do little to resolve the conflict between verbal and visual resources resulting 

from the lack of a verbal frame of reference. A better alternative would be to compensate for this 

verbal loss by harnessing other visual potentials, besides color, offered by the web environment. 

For example, a web-friendly version of the figure (see below) allows for a more dynamic layout 

where the two fruit halves can become two parts of a collapsible image. The two parts, equal in 

size and dimension, close in on each other, forming one fruit and initially conforming to the 

target-culture-specific assumption of similarity between apples and oranges, only to expand with 

one click, revealing the dissimilarity coded in the original figure‘s layout. With dissimilarity now 

visually established, the target readers are guided along the same dissimilarity-to-similarity 

conceptual rout as the source readers.     

   

This conceptual guidance of the target readers, however, remains tentative. The conventional 

positioning of titles at the top centre of a semiotic space creates a favorable visual environment 

for announcing new verbal information. The title of the figure, ―Not Beyond Compare‖, not only 

aligns verbally, through cohesive relations of explication and contrast, with lexical repetition and 

synonymic variation within the written text, but also connects both verbally and visually with the 

figure‘s information structure. To target readers, only freshly introduced to the cliché of apples 

and oranges, the prospect of comparing the two fruits is still not strictly new information. 

Replacing the title with the portmanteau ― فبحراٌجش ‖ (AppleO‘s) parallels the visual transition, 

prompted by collapsing and expanding the image, from given information (comparability) to 

new information (incomparability).  

 

The Web Version 

[apple half] 

 
 فبحراٌجش

 

إٔجٍيضيخ رمٍيذيخ رٛدي ثبسزذبٌخ اٌّمبسٔخ ثيٓ شيئيٓ أٚ فىشريٓ ال يزشبثٙبْ ٘ي ػجبسح “ أيؼمً أْ رمبسْ ثيٓ اٌزفبح ٚاٌجشرمبي؟”

دمًب شبسًؼب في شيء، ٌٚىٓ إْ فذصٕب ٘زٖ اٌؼجبسح ػٓ لشة، ٌٓ يسؼٕب سٜٛ أْ ٔزسبءي ػّب إرا وبْ اٌفشق ثيٓ اٌزفبح ٚاٌجشرمبي 

 خٚاٌجشرمبٌ خاٌضساػخ ٚاٌجسزٕخ ثجبِؼخ وٛسٔيً، فئْ اٌزفبد سزبر ػٍُأفبوٙخ ثزسيخ، ٚوّب يشٜ إيبْ ِشٚيٓ، فىالّ٘ب . ٌٙزٖ اٌذسجخ

وً ٕ٘بن فشٚلب جٛ٘شيخ ثيٓ غشيمخ صساػخ ”، ٌٚىٓ رٌه ال يٕفي دميمخ أْ “رثيش ٌذيٕب اٌشغجخ في اٌزمبغٙب ٚلعّٙب خوشٚي حشّث”

 “. بّ٘ٚٔٛ فبوٙخ ِّٕٙب

ِسزذيٍخ وّب رٛدي ( وّب ٘ٛ ِٛظخ ثبألسفً)بسٔخ ثيٓ اٌفبوٙزيٓ االػزشاف ثٛجٛد ٘زٖ اٌفشٚق ال يؼٕي ثبٌعشٚسح أْ اٌّم

ثبٌشغُ ِٓ اٌزشبثٗ ثيٓ اٌزفبح ٚاٌجشرمبي، ”ٌٙب ِغضٜ أػّك ِٓ رٌه ٚ٘ٛ أٔٗ  بٙزيىيسالويشٜ ِشٚيٓ أْ اٌؼجبسح ػٍٝ . اٌؼجبسح

، فبحراٌجشًؼب ٌزذعيش ششاة ؛ في اسزطبػزٕب أْ ّٔضج اٌزفبح ٚاٌجشرمبي ِ“ػٓ األخشٜ بِبر بفالزخا فٍزخررظً وً ِّٕٙب فبوٙخ 
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ٚإرا أسدٔب ػجبسح ٌٙب ٔفس ِغضٜ اٌؼجبسح االٔجٍيضيخ ٚرمبسْ ثيٓ شيئيٓ ال يمجالْ . سزظً ِذط خيبي فبحراٌجشٌٚىٓ ثّشح 

 ِبسن سيٍفش —“ اٌسيذاد اٌؼجبئض ٚاٌعفبدع”اٌزي رمبسْ  اٌّمبسٔخ فؼاًل، فؼٍيٕب ثبٌؼجبسح اٌصشثيخ

 

 

 البزتقالت الوصف التفاحت

 85 *السؼزاث الحزاريت، الثمزة الناضجت 57

 جُ 4,3 *األلياف جُ  2,6

 ٍِجُ  96 *فيتامين سي ٍِجُ 5

 جُ 16,8 * مقدار السكزياث جُ 11,3

 سّيىخ ثٙب غذد صيزيخ القشزة سليمخ، رغطيٙب غجمخ غجيؼيخ ِٓ اٌشّغ

 في اٌفصٛص اٌزي رؤوً البذور موضغ في لٍت اٌثّشح

 شجٗ اسزٛائي أنسب الظزوف الجويت للزراػت صيف دافئ، شزبء ثبسد

 دائّخ اٌخعشح نوع الشجزة ِزسبلطخ األٚساق

         

[orange half] 

 

Back Translation 

 

AppleO‘s  

 

―You can‘t compare apples and oranges‖ is a classic English phrase which implies that it is 

impossible to compare two objects or ideas that do not share any similarity. If we examine this 

phrase more closely, we cannot help but wonder if the difference between apples and oranges is 

truly this huge. Both are seeded fruits and, according to Ian Merwin, a horticulturist from Cornell 

University, apples and oranges might share ―a round shape that makes us want to pick it up and 

bite into it‖, but the fact remains that ―there are profound differences in the ways each of the two 

fruits can grow‖. 

 

Admitting that differences do exist does not mean that comparison (below) is necessarily as 

impossible as the phrase implies. Merwin thinks that the phrase, although cliched, has a deeper 

meaning, and that is: ―despite the similarity between apples and oranges, each remains a separate 

fruit‖; we might be able to make an AppleO smoothie, but AppleO‘s will never be a real fruit. If 

we wanted a phrase that has the same meaning as the English phrase, but compares two things 

that completely resist comparison, we can use the Serbian phrase which compares ―old ladies 

and frogs‖. —Marc Silver  

 

Blending ―اٌزفبح‖ (apples) and ―اٌجشرمبي‖ (oranges) teases given information, but twice updates it 

into new information through coinage, a creative use of verbal semiotic resources, and the 

unconventional use of double color-coding, which establishes a direct visual tie with the color-

coded columns.  With verbal-visual cohesion re-established, the title is verbally explicated 

towards the end of the script, following the original figure‘s line of thought, with the additional 
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sentence: ― سزظً ِذط خيبي فبحراٌجش، ٌٚىٓ ثّشح فبحراٌجشفي اسزطبػزٕب أْ ّٔضج اٌزفبح ٚاٌجشرمبي ًِؼب ٌزذعيش ششاة  ‖ 

(we might be able to make an AppleO smoothie, but AppleO‘s will never be a real fruit); 

maintaining the color-coding across the text serves to strengthen verbal-visual cohesion.  

 

6. Barbara Reeves-Ellington is a scholar of oral history whose work involves interviewing people 

in Bulgarian and then reporting on the results in English academic journals. She therefore has to 

engage in two types of translation: first transcribing the oral into written Bulgarian, and then 

translating it into written English. The switch from the oral to the written channel risks losing 

much of the emotion expressed through intonation and stress patterns. In transcribing and 

translating the speech of Olga Vezhinova, a 75-year old, university educated interviewee, 

Reeves-Ellington thus proposes to replace the typical, dry prose format of written interviews 

with a poetic one, as in the example below. 

 

PROSE FORMAT  (Reeves-Ellington 1999:114) 

 

One of the saddest moments in my life was my mother‘s early death. She died from heart 

disease when she was 45 years old and I was still in high school. But I think the harsh 

village life killed her. She worked as a teacher, and she had village work and field work 

to do. Conditions were unimaginably harsh. The land was so mountainous and infertile. 

And then she had to help her mother-in-law. Quite simply the harsh village life had an 

adverse effect on her, and she passed away very early. 

 

POETIC FORMAT (Reeves-Ellington 1999:118) 

 

My mother. 

I told you, didn‘t I 

that one of the harshest moments of my life 

which I think most harshly affected my fate 

was my mother‘s early death. 

My mother died when I was still a girl in high school. 

My mother died when she was 45 years old 

from heart disease. 

But I think 
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my mother died because of the harsh village life. 

Unimaginably harsh conditions. 

And school work 

And village work 

And those fields 

Mountainous 

Infertile 

She had to help with that 

That and her mother-in-law. 

Quite simply 

the harsh village life affected her very badly 

and she passed away very early 

my mother. 

 

Consider the differences between the above two versions in terms of the use of semiotic 

resources such as typography (layout, italics) and verbal repetition. Taking the English poetic 

version as a source text, how might you render this in your own language? Do resources such as 

italics and repetition communicate similar meanings or do you need to employ other resources to 

recreate the emotional impact of this narrative?  

اإلجبثخ -6  

 (111، ص 1111ٌيٕجزْٛ، إ-إٌسخخ اٌشؼشيخ )سيفض

My mother. 1 !!أماه 

I told you, didn‘t I   ٚ  2 ٌُ ألً ٌه؟أ

that one of the harshest moments of my life  ْ3 ٌذظبد ديبري ألسٝإ 

which I think most harshly affected my fate  4 غيشد ِسبس ديبري اٌزي اٌمبسيخرٍه اٌٍذظخ 

was my mother‘s early death.  ،5 !لجً األٚاْوبٔذ ٌّب ِبرذ أِي 

My mother died when I was still a girl in 

high school. 

 6 ٚأٔب ثؼُذ صغيشح في اٌّذسسخ اٌثبٔٛيخِبرذ أِي 

My mother died when she was 45 years old بِسخ ٚاألسثؼيٓ ِبرذ أِي ٚ٘ي ثؼُذ شبثخ في اٌخ

 ِٓ ػّش٘ب،

7 

from heart disease. 8 ِبرذ ثّشض في اٌمٍت 

But I think ً9 ال... ث 

my mother died because of the harsh village 

life. 

 10 في لشيزٕب لسٛح اٌذيبحِبرذ اِي ِٓ 
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Unimaginably harsh conditions. 11 لسٛح ال يطيمٙب ثشش 
And school work 12 ..ِٓ ػٕبء اٌؼًّ ثبٌّذسسخ ِبرذ 

And village work 13 ِبرذ.. ِٓ ػٕبء اٌؼًّ ثبٌمشيخ 

And those fields 14 ِبرذ.. ِٓ ػٕبء اٌؼًّ ثذمٛي.. ججٍيخ جذثبء 

Mountainous 15 

Infertile  ٛاد ثال  16 ّبء.ٔ  ِخصت ٚال ِ 

She had to help with that  ْ17 رٌه وٍٗ، رزذًّوبْ ػٍيٙب أ 

That and her mother-in-law. ًّ18 .دّبرٙب فٛق رٌه وٍٗ ثً وبْ ػٍيٙب أْ رزذ 

Quite simply ..19 ثجسبغخ 

the harsh village life affected her very badly 20 ثمسٛرٙب ..ثشذرٙب  لزٍزٙب ديبح اٌمشيخ 
and she passed away very early ..21 فّبرذ لجً أٚأٙب 

my mother. 22 ىأم 

 

Analysis: 

Along the Arab tradition, Poetry has always been the vehicle of expression (اٌشؼش ديٛاْ اٌؼشة). It 

gives an account of life incidents and the intense emotions arising from them. The excess of 

meaning generated by the poetic layout in this extract opens a world of creativity for the 

translator that readily comes with Arabic, with its magnitude of musicality and intrinsic cadence. 

Arabic allows for the intense grief depicted in the poem to unfold in a poetic form that depends 

on sound patterns, repetition (e.g. lines 5, 6, 7, 8, 10) and consequent parallel structures (a 

phenomenon called hosn taqseem "ُدسٓ رمسي" in Arabic rhetoric), thus forming verbal-visual 

cohesion. Examples can be found on lines 6, 7; and 12, 13, 14, as well as lines 17 and 18.  

Depending on Olga‘s age and her mother‘s at the time of the calamity, the Arabic parallel 

structures used on lines 6 and 7 relay her misfortune. Everything was pre-mature, her encounter 

with loss, and her mother‘s encounter with death.  This was accentuated by rendering ―died very 

early‖ into ―ِْبرذ لجً األٚا‖, (back translation: died pre-maturely). Another verbal dimension adds 

to the tragedy, where the harsh village life which ―affected her very badly‖ is rendered into a 

willful act ―لزٍزٙب ديبح اٌمشيخ‖ (back translation: the harsh village life killed her). The culprit is 

finally defined.  

Arabic has different preferences to achieve verbal-visual cohesion. To recreate the emotional 

impact of the original narrative in the Arabic target version, language-specific conventions 

relating verbal to visual information have been changed. As illustrated in the above table, 

instances of this strategy can be seen in the opening ―my mother‖, where a normal verbal 

reflection on death is rendered into a desperate, agony-charged cry of a child, calling for her 

mother who is never to come back ― !!أِبٖ ‖. The selfsame words are echoed to conclude the 

narrative, yet rendered in a helpless tone that submits to the harsh reality ―أِي‖. 

The typographical layout as a semiotic resource has been preserved in the target text to impart 

the specificity of the poetic form. Italics as well have been used to anchor the intensity of the 

painful experience depicted. 
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i
 See http://press.nationalgeographic.com/files/2012/05/NGM-History-10-12.pdf (accessed 23 September 2017). 

See also García-Álvarez  et al. (2014). 

 

http://press.nationalgeographic.com/files/2012/05/NGM-History-10-12.pdf

